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Context 
Directivity refers to how a source radiates sound in all directions as a function of frequency. In reverberant 
spaces, this results in audible spectral and spatial cues for listeners, caused by the interaction between source 
directivity and room acoustics. In this internship project, we propose to investigate the effect of specific 
parameters on these cues. Understanding the details of this interaction could help optimise auralisation for 
virtual and augmented reality applications by using perceptually motivated principles. This would enable more 
acoustically realistic experiences in mixed realities.  
 

Objectives 
The intern will conduct a literature survey on the subject of the internship. Then, they will examine potential 
acoustic cues in the signal domain which may vary coherently with varying source directivity. Following this, 
an experimental perceptual study will be designed and executed to investigate the perceived effect of 
controlling the identified parameters. As such, the project may involve conducting room acoustic 
measurements. The outcome of the investigation should offer a better understanding of the perception of 
source directivity in reverberant conditions. 
 

Competences 
Background in acoustics with basic foundations of room acoustics, spatial perception and signal processing. 
Familiarity with scientific programming (e.g., MATLAB, Python) and audio prototyping software (Max MSP, 
PureData). Knowledge of statistical analysis methods would be useful. 
 

Contact 
Pablo Abehsera-Morell (pablo.abehsera@dalembert.upmc.fr) 
Brian FG Katz (brian.katz@sorbonne-universite.fr) 
David Poirier-Quinot (davipoir@dalembert.upmc.fr)  
 

Duration, Location and Remuneration 
~5 months starting in March 2024 at the d’Alembert Institute, Sorbonne Université, Jussieu campus. 
Possibility to adapt start date to alternate school schedules. Remuneration following university policy 
(~500€/month). 
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